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Relaxation of the nonlinear spatiotemporal dynamics of cylindrically symmetric Schrodinger soli-
tons due to their temporal modulation instability leads to soliton break-up into a train of X waves. 

In recent years, the interest in conical waves is drift
ing from its original field in linear optics towards nonlin
ear optics The nonlinear generation of 
conical waves is a fascinating problem where these two 
fields intersect, and where temporal and spatial wave dy
namics are inextricably united. X waves have been ob
served to emerge from focused waves in second harmonic-
generating media and in self-focusing Kerr media, 

where their dynamics can explain many aspects of 
the complex spatiotemporal dynamics of light filaments. 

A number of mechanisms have been pointed out as 
responsible for the formation of the X waves, as the three 
wave and four wave mixing models, though it is also 
commonly believed that some type of wave instability is 
at work in their generation. 

Previous works have investigated X wave instability 
mediated by plane waves, and the X wave dressing 
of spatiotemporal localized (nonlinear) sources We 
note here that in the experiments and simulations the 
wave decaying into conical waves is always strongly lo
calized in the two transverse dimensions, and that the 
X waves represent the last, or relaxation stage of the 
wave dynamics. In this Letter we then consider 
self-guided light beams in two transverse dimensions, or 
spatial solitons, supported by the nonlinear Schrodinger 
equation (NSE), and show that the linear relaxation of 
the soliton spatiotemporal dynamics triggered by its tem
poral modulation instability (MI) involves the formation 
of conical waves. As an example we consider the solitons 
sustained by a saturable Kerr medium with normal dis
persion, and show that the soliton breaks-up into a train 
of X waves that emerges exponentially and represents the 
last stage of the evolution. 

The envelope of the monochromatic, cylindrically sym
metric, self-guided light beam E = As exp(—iujot + ik^z) 
is a solution of the form As = a(r) exp(iaz) of the NSE 

dzA = A±A • 
2k0 

^0 o2 d2A + f(\A\2)A, (1) 

or dzA = C{A) + f{\A\2)A for short. Above, a is a 
nonlinear wave vector shift, r = (x2 + y2)1^2, A^ = 
(l/r)dr(rdr), z is the propagation direction, T = t — k'0z 
is the local time, k^' = d^k/diij^\l_Uo characterizes the 
linear dispersive properties of the medium, and /( |A|2) 
is the soliton-supporting nonlinearity (e.g., /( |A|2) = 
«gr|A|2, g > 0 for self-focusing Kerr nonlinearity). 

Spatial solitons suffer generally from temporal insta
bility for a range of modulation frequencies. Ac
cording to standard MI analysis in the small perturba
tion limit (or linear regime), this means that there exist 
perturbations, of the general form 

SA u(r)e -iQsr Anz v*(r)e iQsr „—in z (2) 

where KJ = Im« < 0 and ils is the modulation frequency, 
that can grow exponentially along z with gain — KJ on the 
top of the soliton. The eigenvalue K, and the functions u 
and v are such that the complete envelope As + SA satis
fies the NSE in the asymptotic limit of small e. Temporal 
MI of spatial solitons in the small perturbation regime 
has been studied in a number of cases, 
for the ground state of the cubic NSE with one trans
verse dimension, or for quadratic solitons, leading 
to neck- and snake-type instabilities. Fewer studies deal 
with the cylindrically symmetric case, for solitons 
with saturable nonlinearity, or for the Townes beam. 

To our purposes, it is important to note that A = 
As + SA, i.e., the self-guided beam plus a single unstable 
perturbation at modulation frequency ils, satisfies, when 
regarded clS CL function of z, T and e, the relation 

dzA = iaA — KjedeA — (KR/ils)dTA, (3) 

where KR = Re« is the real part of the eigenvalue with 
KJ < 0. When z increases so that the growing per
turbation is not much smaller than the soliton (non
linear regime), the total field is no longer suitably de
scribed by A = As + SA with SA in Eq. (2). How
ever, the NSE can be seen to imply that the total 
field A continues to satisfy Eq. (3). To see this, we 
write, from the NSE, dzdzA = dzC(A) + dz[f{\A\2)A] = 
C(dzA) + {dA[f(\A\2)A]dzA + dA4f(\A\2)A]dzA*}. At 
sufficiently small z, the weakly perturbed soliton As +SA 
satisfies Eq. (3). Thus, making use of this relation for 
dzA at sufficiently small z, and of the linearity of £, we 
obtain dzdzA = dz[iaA — KjedeA— (nR/£ls)dTA] at small 
z, i.e., the derivatives of the left hand and right hand sides 
of Eq. (3) are also equal. An iterative procedure shows 
that the same is true for derivatives of any order with re
spect to z, evaluated at sufficiently small z, of the left and 
right hand sides of Eq. (3). The full nonlinear evolution 
described by the NSE with arbitrary /( |A|2) implies, in 
conclusion, that if Eq. (3) is satisfied at sufficiently small 
z, the same is true for all its derivatives at the same z. 



and this amounts to say (for regular enough A) tha t Eq. 
(3) continues to be valid at large propagation distances 
z. In other words, if at the small perturbat ion regime the 
envelope is given by A = As + SA, with SA in Eq. (2) 
[which satisfies Eq. (3)], at the large perturbat ion regime 
A satisfies also Eq. (3). 

Thus the expression A = F[r;ee~KIZ;T — 
(KR/£1S)Z] exp(iaz), which is the general solution of Eq. 
(3), describes the total field everywhere, F(r;xi;x2) 
being an unspecified function. The development of insta
bility may lead to different scenarios at large distances, 
as the formation of nonlinear bullets, long-lived pulsa
tions, or radiative decay into a linear regime, depending 
on the sign of material dispersion and dimensionality 

With normal dispersion, the instability 
of strip solitons leads to their radiative linear decay [16]. 
The spatiotemporal dynamics of cylindrically symmetric 
self-guided light beams is also observed to decay into 
a linear state tha t is, moreover, essentially the same 
state for a broad range of experimental conditions 
leading to wave self-guiding (intensity, power, focusing 
mechanism), [6, 7] and therefore independent of the 
exact conditions exciting the unstable modes. Assum
ing here a linear decay, if F[r;ee~KIZ;T — (KR/£1S)Z] 
becomes at large z independent of the uncontrolled 
seed e of the growing perturbat ion (2), then it becomes 
also independent of x\, and the envelope of the form 
A = G[r;r — (KR/£1S)Z] exp(iaz), which represents a 
distortion-free linear wave. This wave preserves however 
the information about the nonlinear wave vector shift a 
of the soliton, and the velocity mismatch KR/£1S (with 
respect to a plane pulse at UJIJ) dictated at the small 
per turbat ion regime. The dispersion relation of the 
wave A = G[r;r — (KR/£1S)Z] exp(iaz) is given, from the 
linear Schrodinger equation, by 

K±(n) = {2k0 [-a - (KR/ns)n + k%n2/2] Y'2, (4) 

where Kj_ = (k2 + k2)1/2 and Q is the frequency (de
tuning from UJQ) of any plane-wave monochromatic con
sti tuent. The new frequencies £1 hopefully generated at 
the nonlinear stage of instability are then expected to 
lead at large z to a concentration of spectral energy about 
values of K± in Eq. (4). If k^ > 0, Eq. (4) is the hy
perbolic dispersion curve of an X wave (or elliptic disper
sion curve of a O wave if kg < 0) propagating at a group 
velocity mismatch KR/£1S. The wave A = G[r;r — 

(KR/£1S)Z] exp(iaz) results from a coherent superposi
tion of Bessel beams Jo[K±(il)r] exp{—i[Kj_/(2ko) — 
k'^Q? /2]z} exp( —iilr) with axial wave numbers ko — 

[K2
L/{2k0) - k'^l2/2] =k0 + a + (KR/£IS)£1 varying lin

early with £1. 

Though our analysis holds in the asymptotic limit 
e —> 0, our numerical simulations support its valid
ity for finite (but small) values of e. As an example, 
we consider a saturable Kerr medium with / ( | A | 2 ) = 
i(ujori2/c)\A\2/(l + -f\A\2), where n-2 > 0 is the nonlinear 
refraction index, and ^\A\2 < 1 is assumed. Numeri
cal evaluation of the lowest-order bound state As(r) = 
a(r)exp(iaz) yields a = 0.200A;NL for 7 / = 0.1, where 
&NL = won2-Z~/c, / = a2(0) is the peak intensity, and 
the radial profile a(r) of Fig. I (a) . Temporal MI with 
kg < 0 is known to end with the formation of nonlinear 
3D bullets , so we address here the case with kg > 0. 

A long but straightforward linear MI analysis (see, e.g., 
[8]), shows tha t there exist two eigenvalues K and — K* 
with negative imaginary part for each modulation fre
quency £ls. The unstable per turbat ion associated to K is 
of the form (2), and tha t associated to — K* is obtained 
by replacing (K,U,V) —> (—K*,V*,U*). Figures 1(b) and 

(c) show eu and ev for a selected £ls (see caption), with a 
seed e such tha t the maximum amplitude of the pertur
bation is much smaller than tha t of the soliton. 

To investigate the large perturbat ion regime and be
yond, we solved numerically Eq. (1) with the initial con
dition A(r, z = 0, T) = As (r, z = 0) + 6A(r, Z = 0,T) = 
a(r) + e[u(r) exp(—i£lsT) + v*(r) exp(f2sT)], i.e., with the 
soliton plus the unstable perturbat ion (2) of eigenvalue 
K at a modulation frequency £ls, which is so assumed to 
have been excited. Fig. 2 shows the initial condition (a) 
in (r,r) space and (b) in Fourier space (K±,il), where 
the sole three discrete frequencies — £ls, 0, +£ls are con
veniently displayed as three vertical strips. 
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FIG. 1: (a) Profile a(r) of the ground state of the NSE 
with saturable nonlinearity with 7 / = 0.1. (b) and (c) 
Parts eu{r) and ev{r) of the unstable perturbation SA at 
modulation frequency (fco/^NL)1 Os = 0.628, for which 
n = &NL (0.402 — i0.109). The seed e is such that the per
turbation is small (note the vertical scale changes). 

Figure 2(g) shows the variation with z of the power car
ried by the different frequencies. The power in the mod

ulation frequencies ± Q S (dashed curve) grows first with 
the exponential gain predicted by the MI analysis (thin 
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FIG. 2: For the initial condition in (a, b), gray scale plots at (c, d) /CNL£ = 9 and (e, f) /CNL£ = 18 of \A(r,r)\2 (top) and 
\A(K±, 0 ) | 2 (bottom), (g) Variation along z of the power in the soliton, perturbation and newly generated frequencies, (h) Solid 
curve: Expected final X-wave spectrum (4) for the soliton of Fig. 1(a) (a = 0.200/CNL) when modulated at (/CQ/^NL)1 fts = 
0.628. Squares, circles and triangles place the maxima of the long-distance spectrum for simulations with seeds e (/CNL^ = 18), 
e/2 (kNLz = 24) and e/4 (kNLz = 30). 

dashed line). When the soliton power loss (solid curve) is 
not negligible, exponential growth ceases. The nonlinear 
interaction between the soliton and the (no longer small) 
perturbat ion is seen to amplify new, multiple frequencies 
ft = ±NQS, N = ± 2 , ± 3 . . . also exponentially (dash-
dotted curve). At larger z, power exchange between the 
different frequencies ceases gradually, indicating a relax
ation stage of the instability. 

Figures 2 (c,d) and (e,f) correspond to the nonlinear 
and relaxation regimes, respectively. The generation of 
new frequencies results in the periodic break-up of the 
soliton into a t rain of pulses of repetition frequency O s , 
each one developing the characteristic tails of X waves in 
space and time [Figs. 2(c) and (e)]. These exponentially 
emerging X waves could relate, in absence of linear relax
ation, to the X-shaped shock fronts in the self-focusing 
of short pulses with pure Kerr nonlinearity. The ar
row in Fig. 2, placed at times r = (K,R/QS)Z for each 
z, is seen to move locked with the pulse train, evidenc
ing tha t the latter travels at the predicted velocity mis
match KR/QS. The spatiotemporal spectrum (K±,fl) of 
the pulse train at increasing z is shown in Figs. 2(d) 
and (f), and evidences the X-wave feature of the pulse 
train. The spectrum develops definite maxima at K±_ 
fitting to Eq. (4) for each new frequency ft = ±Nfls. 
The theoretical hyperbolic spectrum [Eq. (4)] with the 
value of a of this soliton, and fts and KR of the initial 
weak perturbation, is shown in Fig. 2(h, solid curve) for 
comparison. Note the asymmetry of the spectrum with 
respect to ft = 0, with a branch passing close to ft = 0, 
as in many experiments and simulations [6, 7], and in 
contrast to the symmetric spectrum in the instability of 
plane waves. [9]. At longer z, the structure of the spec
t rum remains unchanged. The pure hyperbolic spectrum 
of infinite-energy X waves is never reached because of the 
finite energy in each temporal slice of the soliton. The 

X waves show indeed the typical quasi-nondiffracting be
havior of X waves with finite energy. 

The independence of the asymptotic hyperbolic spec
t rum of the seed e of the weak perturbat ion in the initial 
condition is evidenced in Fig. 2(h). The maxima K± at 
diverse frequencies ft in the simulated (K±,fl) spectrum 
at sufficiently long z are displayed for three values of the 
seed (e, corresponding to (f), e/2 and e/4) in the initial 
condition. The maxima for all seeds fit well to the same 
hyperbolic spectrum of Eq. (4). As the seed is smaller, 
longer z is needed to reach the asymptotic spectrum, but 
the fitting to Eq. (4) is more accurate. 

In conclusion, we have described a new type of break
up instability of cylindrically symmetric solitons into con
ical waves, which is expected to occur whenever the MI-
driven spatiotemporal dynamics of the soliton decays into 
a linear s tate after its nonlinear stage of development. 
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